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Murray Bridge Fringe is back bigger and better in 2022. The festival will feature sixteen 

unique performances over ten days from Friday February 25 until Sunday March 6. 

 

The Performing Arts and Function Centre (Town Hall) Theatre and Attic, the Murray 

Bridge Regional Gallery, the Library and Sixth Street Precinct will be transformed into 

Fringe venues. The very popular “Fringe on Sixth’” will return featuring a combination 

of talented local performers and Adelaide Fringe veterans. 

 

Murray Bridge Fringe will include a range of free and ticketed performances. The 

festival will include Adelaide musicians Harry Baulderstone and Marcus Ryan 

performing songs by Simon & Garfunkel, a wildly interactive birthday themed magic 

show by Mickster the Trickster, Ravie and Troy performing a range of classical hits; 

and the Aboriginal Comedy All Stars will bring back warm genuine comedy and 

guaranteed belly laughs.  

 

“Fringe on Sixth’” will feature a variety of pop up food stalls for locals and visitors to 

enjoy, showcasing local flavours and culinary delights as part of the festivities. Make 

a real night of it! The Performing Arts and Function Centre (Town Hall) Theatre space 

will have a fully functioning bar during show times. 

 

Mayor Brenton Lewis said excitement is building for the event.  Murray Bridge Fringe 

has been incredibly popular and has given a number of local artists an amazing 

platform to show off their talent so we’ll do everything we can to continue our 

support. 

 

“The Rural City of Murray Bridge has already shown it can host events despite the 

challenges of COVID. The aim behind the venue and Fringe program is to inspire the 

local community to get behind Fringe and see the potential for the arts in Murray 

Bridge going forward.” 

 

Tickets are now on sale through FringeTIX. 
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